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WHERE THE MONEY IS

The 2016 Stats on Giving in America

$390 Billion Given

• Individuals %   $       B 

• Foundations %   $       B 

• Bequests %   $       B 

• Corporations %   $       B 

Source Giving USA Foundation



WHERE THE MONEY IS

The 2016 Stats on Giving in America

$390 Billion Given

• Individuals 72  %   $282 B 

• Foundations 15  %   $  59 B 

• Bequests 8   %   $  30 B 

• Corporations 5   %   $  19 B 

Source Giving USA Foundation



A BOARD MEMBER’S CHALLENGE

“What would you have to do 
differently in order to have 
every single person in Leon, 

Gadsden and Wakulla 
Counties donate to TCC?”

Nolia Brandt,
Tallahassee Community College 

Foundation Board Member



TURNING DONORS INTO MEMBERS

Members Are Insiders Expectation Of Continuity



• Recurring Giving Program
• Donors giving smaller annual gifts

• Good donor stewardship with a 
focus on upgrading

• President’s Circle
• Donors who could give above-

average gifts annually

• Special treatment and engagement 
opportunities

WE CREATED TWO MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMS



TCC’S GIVING CIRCLE PROGRAM

• Launched the President’s Circle 
in August, 2007 with two goals:

1. Raise unrestricted dollars

2. Identify major gifts prospects

• Recognizes donors who make 
unrestricted annual donations 
of at least $1,000

• Results:

• 2007-08 – 13 members

• 2014-15 – 65 members



WHAT EXACTLY IS A GIVING CIRCLE?

• A form collective form of giving in which:

• Donors pool resources

• There tends to be an active informational / 
educational component

• In some cases, donors may actively participate in the 
decision-making process



GIVING CIRCLES COME IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES



TYPES OF GIVING CIRCLES

• Single Cause vs. Rotating Causes
• The cause supported can be permanent, 

or can change from time to time

• Independent vs. Hosted
• Some circles are independent groups, 

but many circles are hosted by 
community foundations or other 
nonprofit organizations

• One-Time vs. Ongoing Fundraising
• Some circles hold “one and done” events



The Critical Role Of Recurring Giving



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

• What is Recurring Giving?

• Contributions are automatically 
debited from donors’ checking, 
savings or credit card accounts

• Monthly gifts are preferred, but gifts 
can also be quarterly, twice a year, 
or annually

• Unlike pledges, recurring gifts need 
not have a pre-established end-date



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

• Benefits of Recurring Giving
1. Donor Loyalty – The donor enjoys a special ongoing 

relationship and will tend to keep giving longer.

2. Painless Upgrading – Even a modest upgrade can give a 10 
percent to 20 percent lift to the program.

3. Predictable Revenue – With retention rates exceeding 90 
percent and no "expiration date," predicting monthly 
revenue is easy.

4. Stability – Donors must take action to stop the automatic 
deductions; once they sign up, they tend to remain active.



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

• Benefits of Recurring Giving

5. Additional Gifts – Sustainers are proven to give to special 
appeals in addition to their monthly gift.

6. Planned Giving Potential – Sustainers tend to be donors 
who give small gifts now but leave big bequests later.

7. Time-Saving & Cost-Effective – Pre-authorized, multi-year 
gifts greatly reduce fundraising workload and are less 
costly to process.



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

“Monthly giving donors have the potential to be more 
valuable in the long-term. Annual donors typically 

contribute only about two years before they lapse, and 
during this brief period they may donate $25 to $100 per 

year. Monthly donors, on the other hand, contribute for an 
average of seven to 12 years, and their monthly gifts range 

from $10 to $50 with some as high as $200 to $400.”

Bob Wesolowski, president and founder

Caring Habits, Inc.



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

What do you say

to a monthly recurring

donor who promises to

give at or above their

current level for the

rest of their life?



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

Source: “The Landscape of Giving Circles/Collective Giving Groups in the U.S.” (2016)

• Annual support for 
giving circles ranges 
from $4 to $100,000

• Mean gift: $1,312

• Median gift: $400



RECURRING GIVING PROGRAMS

• Preferred Payment Options
1. Bank drafts

− AKA Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) or Automated Clearing House (ACH)
− Harder to establish, but present the fewest challenges
− Highest collection and donor retention rates of all payment methods

2. Credit/debit card payments
− Easier for donors than signing and sending monthly checks
− Higher error rate than bank drafts
− Lower collection rate Cards expire or numbers get changed

3. Monthly Invoices paid by check
− Most time / highest cost to process
− Requires work on behalf of the donor
− Communications focus is on payments instead of the school’s successes, and 

gives an opportunity for donors to reconsider their gift



TCC’S GIVING CIRCLE PROGRAM



TCC’S GIVING CIRCLE PROGRAM

• Membership benefits include:
• Recognition in the President’s Circle honor roll in the TCC 

Foundation annual report

• An invitation to the President’s Dinner, an exclusive event hosted by 
TCC’s President

• Invitations to as many as three Artist Receptions

• Tickets to all TCC productions held at Turner Auditorium

• Invitations to periodic president’s forums

• VIP parking and seating at TCC’s graduation ceremony

• A President’s Circle lapel pin



TCC’S GIVING CIRCLE PROGRAM

• Artist Receptions:
• Three each season Sep, Jan & May

• Usually held from 7:00-9:00 PM on 
Thursdays

• One visual, one performing, and 
one “oddball” artist

• Program:
• 7:00-7:40PM Reception

• 7:40-7:55PM Leader talk

• 7:55-9:00PM Artist talk (not strictly a 
performance or demonstration!)



BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS OF THE BIG BEND

• After their 2014 board 
retreat they developed 
their Impact Circle

• Launched in early 2015

• Recruited 15 members in 
the first year!



BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS OF THE BIG BEND

Member Benefits

• Quarterly Socials

• Impact Circle Recognition 
Dinner

• Volunteer Recognition 
Breakfast

• Outcomes Reports

• Recognition at BBBS events



RECRUITING GIVING CIRCLE MEMBERS

The single best way to grow your Giving Circle is…

Invite prospects to attend a giving circle event!



RECRUITING GIVING CIRCLE MEMBERS

• You’re already sending 
thank-you cards within 48 
hours of receipt of a gift. 
(You are… Aren’t you?)

• Within the first month (but 
preferably within the first 
two weeks), send a second 
thank you letter with an 
invitation to join the 
monthly giving program.



RECRUITING GIVING CIRCLE MEMBERS

Dear [Donor Name],

Thank you so much for your gift of $$$ to 
Big Brothers Big Sisters!

[Paragraph or two about why the gift is 
important for the agency and the impact it 
is making on the kids we serve.]

That’s why I’d like to invite you to join a 
privileged group of special supporters, 
called The Impact Circle.

[Paragraph focusing on the donor benefits 
and ease of joining the circle.]



Using Giving Circles To Develop Major Gifts



THE PATHWAY TO MAJOR GIFTS SUCCESS

“The true pathway to major gifts is finding 
committed donors who give again and again, and 

moving them into larger gifts.”

Gail Perry



THE ABC’s OF MAJOR GIFT PROSPECTING

Ability: Do they have any money to 
give?

Belief: Do they care about your 
issues, programs, constituency, etc.?

Contact: Do they have a relationship
with any of your board members, 
staff, donors, or key volunteers? Are 
they already contributing money, 
time, or both?



THREE KEYS TO MAJOR GIFTS SUCCESS

Cultivate…

Cultivate…

Cultivate…



WHAT IS CULTIVATION?

Cultivation!



Creating A Long-Lasting Giving Circle



WHAT TO DO NEXT

Taking as given that your program will be Hosted
and Ongoing…

1. Decide whether your circle will be Single-cause
focused, or whether areas of support will 
change from time to time.

2. Decide if you will require a minimum 
commitment from each donor, and how much 
that should be.



WHAT TO DO NEXT

3. If you are not already prepared to operate a 
recurring giving program, get that in place.

4. Decide whether and how circle members will 
make decisions about what to support. 

5. Develop a social program to aid cultivation.
• How often will you meet, and what sort of gatherings 

will the type of people you hope to attract expect and 
enjoy?



WHAT TO DO NEXT

6. Create promotional materials.

• Even if never printed, nicely-designed PDFs make the 
program seem more tangible, and are something that 
can be easily e-mailed to prospective members.

7. Start with your own board and existing major 
donors, then encourage members to bring a 
guest to the social events.



“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago.

The second best time is now.”

~ Chinese Proverb ~

GROWING MAJOR DONORS WITH GIVING CIRCLES



Need to chat to clarify a few things?

Robin C. Johnston

5607 Burnside Circle
Tallahassee, FL 32312

850-228-8249

robin@fundraisingjudo.com


